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MILITARY SPECIFICATION

SWEATER, MAN’S, OLIVE DRAB

This amendment forma a part of KIL-S-3007J, dated6 November1985,and 1s
approved for use by all De~rtments and Agencies of the Department of Defanse.

PAOE 2

2.1, mder “SPECIFICATIONS, FSDERAL”: Add IIA-A-50083- ~, phetic, Folded
Garment”.

2.1, under “SPECIFICATIONS, MILITAR~: Delete ‘MIL-T-43548” and ite title and
substitute:

“HIL-L-35078- Loads, Unit: Preparationof Semirmrlshable
%bsistence Items;Clothing,l%rsonalEqui~ent
and Equipge; GeneralSpecifioaticm For

MIL-T-43508 - Thread, Polyester Core: Cotton-, Rayon-, or
Polyester-Covered”

2.1, under ‘STANDARDS,t41LITARYII: Add ‘!41L4T0-731- Qualityof MoodMembers
for Containersand Pallets”.

PAGE5

3.3.5.1,line3: DeleteqOOO + 500 K,“and substitute‘7500~ 200 K,”.

L~ne 5: Delete‘2300+ 100 Km end substitute“2300~ 200 K“. “

PAOE6

3.5: Add “Thecontractorshallsubmitthe patterneto the contracting
activityfor approvalpriorto the initiationof any cuttingoperation.“
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PACS 8

Table I, operation 1, line 5, after “direction”: Add “, exceptfor the collar
and the yoke”.

PAGE 12

Table I, operation 10, line 7: Delete “318 to 5/0” and substitute “5/8 to
7A”.

Operation 13. a, line 1, after ‘trimmed”: Add “to a maximum of 114
inch”.

PACR 13

Table II, tolerance for “Cuff width” : Delete ‘+ l/4n and substitute ‘- O,
+ 1/411.

—

Tolerance for ‘Skirt widthn: Delete ‘+ 1 n and substitute ‘- O, + 1 ‘.—

PAOE 14

Add the following new paragraphs:

n4 .1.2 Respenaibility for compliance. All items shall meet all requirements
of sections 3 and 5. The inspection set forth in this specification shall
become a part of the contractor a overall inspection system or quality program.
The absence of any inspection requirements in the specification shall not
relieve the contractor of the responsibility of ensuring that all products or
supplies eubmitted to the Government for acceptance comply with all requirement
of the contract. Sampling inspection, as ~rt of manufacturing operations, la
an acceptable practice to ascertain con fomnance to requirements , however, this
does not authorize aubmissim of known defective ❑aterial, either irxlicated or
actual , nor does it commit the Government to accept defective material.

4.1.3 Responsibilityfor dimensimal requirements. Unless otherwise
specified in the contract or purcheee order, the contractor ia responsible for
ensuring that all specified dimensims have been ❑et. When dimensions camot be
examined on the end item, inspection shall be made at any point, or at all
points in the manufacturing process
dimensional requirements .l*

4.2.3, defect 11.b, line 1, after

necessaryto aseure

PAOE 16

“not trimmed”: Add

compliance WI th all

“te 1 IU inch or lesan.
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PAGE 18

4.2.3, defect IX.i, line 1: Delete “3/8” and

Line 2: Delete “518” and

PAGE 21

substitute“518”.

substitute“718”.

4.2.6, in defect for “Workmanship”, line 4: Delete “Open and non-cent inuous
heat sealed seams of polyethylene bag. ”

PAGE 22

5.1.1, line 3, after “bag”: Delete remainder of paragraph and substitute
“conforming to A-A-50083.”-

PAGE 23

5.2.1: Delete the last sentence.

Add the following at the end of paragraph:

t,shippi”g ~ontai”er~ shall be arranged in unit loads in accordance with

MIL-L-35078 for the type and class of load specified (see 6.2). Strapping
be limited to nonmetallic strapping, except for type II, class F loads. ”

5.2.2: Delete the last sentence.

5.3: Delete and substitute:

shall

“5.3 Pallet ization. When specified (see 6.2), sweaters, packed as specified
in 5.2.2 and 5.2.3 shall be pallet ized on a 4-way entry pallet in accordance
with load type Ia of MIL-STD-147. Pallet type sha 11 be type I (4-way entry),
type IV, or type V in accordance with 141L-sTD-147. Pallets shall be fabricated
from wood groups, I, II, III, or IV of MIL-STD-731 . Each prepared load shall be
bonded with primary and secondary straps in accordance with bonding means K and
L or film bonding meane O or P. Pallet pattern shall be number 3 in accordance
with the appendix of MIL-STD-147. Interlocking of loads shall be effected by
reversing the pattern of each course. ”

PAGE 24

5.4.2: Delete in its entirety.

6.2: Add the following:

,, f. Type and clasa of unit load required (see 5.2.1) .“
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Add the followingnew paragraph:

“6.6 %b,jectterm (keyword)listing.

Cold weatherclothing
klen’sclothing”

Custodians:

Army - CL
Air Force - 99

Review activities:

Amy - MD
DLA -CT

Alr Foroe - 11, 82

User activities:

Preparingactivity:

Amy - CL

(Project84054050)

Air Force- 45
Navy - NU, CC
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